[Mesial temporal sclerosis in temporal lobe epilepsy: quantitative magnetic resonance imaging assesment with 3.0 Tesla].
Recent studies show that up to 70% of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) have a hippocampal deficit known as temporal mesial sclerosis (TME) characterized by neuron loss and gliosis, and considered the main epileptogenic focus among this type of patients. The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) features of TME include atrophy and hippocampus hyperintensitY in the long TR sequences (Flair and T2). The 3.0 Tesla MRI allows the study of the brain's anatomy and physiology using different sequences and post processing mechanisms. Volumetry can determine the accurate volume and, together with spectroscopy, makes possible a quantitative assessment of the hyppocampus. Both techniques help to locate cerebral areas with epileptogenic activity. We describe the imaging findings from spectroscopy and volumetry in a patient with TLE and briefly review the related literature.